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Unit 5 

Our Heritage, Our Pride 
I-Reading 

A- Vocabulary 
 

 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- Young people should always be proud of Kuwait’s past……………….  

    a) centre                     b) machine                   c) heritage               d) electricity  

2- In the past, my grandfather used paraffin lamps because there was no …………………  

    a) electricity              b) pride                        c) pot                        d) university  

3- Students should ………………... hard to get high marks in the exam.  

    a) light                      b) obey                       c) respect                d) study  

4- We should always love, respect and ………………. our parents. 

    a) carry                      b) study                        c) obey                     d) light  

heritage N  mainly Adv  

pppride N  factory N  

study V  machine N  

university N  amazed adj  

carry V  co-operative Adj  

touristic Adj  obey V  

electricity N  respect V  

paraffin lamp N  kindly Adv  

Light V  pot N  

centre N  ancient Adj  

artistic Adj     
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5- Islam teaches Muslims to be kind and ………………. with each others.  

    a) co-operative              b) amazed                c) artistic               d) touristic  

 

6- Cars, buses and planes depend ………………… on oil to move. 

    a) artistically                b) kindly                   c) mainly                d) anciently  
 
 
 

7- My brother is going to study Science at the ………………… He’d like to be a doctor. 

a) pride                      b) university             c) factory                d)  electricity 
             

 

8- We visit the museum and the temple to enjoy watching ………………… pots.  

    a) ancient                b) co-operative             c) touristic             d) amazed   

 

B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   One day, Majid went outside to play. He looked at the tallest tree in the neighborhood. 

Majid decided to climb this tree to feel that he did something great. He wasn't sure how 

to climb a tree. He had seen older children do it. The tall tree had a large branch that was 

coming down to the earth. Majid stood on his toes and tried to reach this branch, but he 

could not. He jumped up and held the branch with his hands like a monkey. Then, he fell 

down on the ground and said “I didn’t have to do like older people”. 
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A- Choose the Correct Answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-The best title  of this passage could be: 

a- Big Neighborhood  
b- Older People 
c- Climbing a Tree 
d- A little Monkey 

 
 

2- The underlined word “decided ” in line 0 means : 
a- planned                   b- made                     c- talked                  d-played   

 
3- The underlined word “that “ in line 3 refers to : 

a- children                 b- tree                    c-branch                   d- something  

 
4-  Majid wanted to climb this tall tree to: 

    

a- have more friends.  
b- get his ball from the tree. 
c- play with his friends and hide.  
d- feel that he did something great.  

 
 

B- Answer the following questions: 
 

5- Which animal did Majid look like as he practiced climbing the tree?  

Majid looked like a monkey when he practiced climbing the tree. 

 
6- What is the moral Majid learned from trying to climb the tree?  

He learned that children don’t have to do like older people.  
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II - Writing 

A- Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c : 

1- ……….………. you ever travelled abroad?   

    a) Have                            b) Has                    c) Having   

      

2- I always ………...….… my grandparents at the weekend.  

     a) saw                              b) see                               c) have seen   

 

     3- Jassim has ………………… to Spain three times.  

          a) goes                             b) went                             c) gone                      

                        
                              

   4-  Nasser ………………. Failaka Island three times.   

          a) is visiting                    b) has visited                    c) visits               

                    
 

 5- People in old Kuwait ……………….. a simple life.   

a) lived                            b ) live                               c ) are living                        
 
 

 6- ………………. your brother found an ancient coin?   

a) Having                        b) Has                              c) Have                                                   

 
 7- I have ……………….. some photos of old coins at the museum.  
. 

a) take                            b) took                              c ) taken  
 
  

8- My sister ………………. like drawing. She likes reading books.  
 

a) doesn't                       b( didn’t                           c( don’t                      
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B- Writing 

 (1) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not less than 

4 sentences about (An Interesting Place) with the help of picture and guide words: 
 

Al-Mubarakiyah - ancient – touristic – family – went shopping - coffee shop 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Al-Mubarakiyah Market 

 
              Last week, I went to Al-Mubarakiyah Market. I went there with my family. 

We chose Al-Mubarakiyah Market because it is an ancient, touristic place. We 

went shopping and sat at a coffee shop to have a drink at Al-Mubarakiyah 

Market. 

 
 

Al-Mubarakiyah 
Market

Why you chose it?

........................................

Where you went?

.........................................

Who went with you?

...............................................

What you did there?

.............................................

to Al-Mubarakiyah 

went shopping and sat at a coffee shop. to see an ancient, touristic 

My family 
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(2) Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not less than 4 
sentences about ( Life in Old Kuwait ): 
 

simple – small - lived – told – stories - fishing 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Life in Old Kuwait   

           Life in Kuwait in the past was very simple and enjoyable. People lived in 

small houses by the sea. The family told stories to spend their time in the 

evenings. The men worked at sea fishing in the past. 

 

C- Spelling 
 

a)  Write the missing words to complete the following sentences: 

 
 

1-  To light  a candle you need matches. 

 

 

2- My uncle’s factory brought a very modern machine. 

 
 
3- We saw an ancient cooking pot at the museum. 

Where people lived in the past? 

…………………………………………… 

What the men worked at? 
   ………………………………………  

How life was in the past? 
………………………………………… 

How the family spent their 
time in the evenings? 

……………………………………………. simple and enjoyable told stories 

in small houses by the sea at sea fishing 
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4- The sofa was too heavy, so my friend asked me to help him carry  it.  

 

B- Combine the following: 
 

1- university + s = universities                                     2- factory + s = factories 

3- grand + parent = grandparent                                   4- live + ed = lived 

5- main + ly = mainly                                                     6- careful + ly = carefully 

7- big + est = biggest                                                      8- small + est = smallest 

9- home + work = homework                                        10-  arrive + ed = arrived  

11-interest + ed = interested                                       12- kind + ly = kindly  

13- live + ing = living                                                 14- drive + ing = driving 

15- study + s = studies                                               16- story + s = stories  

17- study +  ed = studied                                            18- kind + ness = kindness 

19- shop + ing = shopping                                          20- class + mates = classmates 
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Unit 2 

From Old to New  

I-Reading 

A- Vocabulary 
 

interesting Adj  public N  

specially Adv  store N  

excited Adj  cultural Adj  

decide V  complex N  

experience N  natural Adj  

sparkling Adj  giant Adj  

a pair of N  robotic Adj  

joyfully Adv  rest V  

suggest V  fantastic Adj  

amazingly Adv  technology N  

parking lot N  need V  

Co-operative society N     

 

Choose the right answer from a ,b, c, and d : 
 

1) This is one of the most ………….……. books  I have ever read. 

    a) interesting                   b) kind                           c) natural                     d) robotic 

  

2) We bought everything from the cooperative…………………….. . 

     a) technology                  b) experience                 c) society                     d) pair 

 

3) You look very tired. You should go home and……………………. . 

    a) need                            b) decide                           c) suggest                     d) rest  

 

4) Nowadays, …………………. technology can help people in their daily life. 

    a) natural                       b) robotic                         c) kind                         d) excited 
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5) It is very hot today. Do you............................. some cold water? 

   a) decide                           b) need                        c) suggest                      d) rest 

 

6) The view of the ………………….stars in the sky is wonderful. 

  a) sparkling                     b) touristic                   c) heavy                        d) robotic 

 

7) There are a lot of shopping centres and flats at this ………………….... 

   a) experience                    b) machine                   c) technology                d) complex  

                   

8) I was…………….…….to visit Kuwait Towers with my friends last week. 

  a) fantastic                        b) excited                    c) natural                      d) robotic 

 

9) The players cheered and jumped ……….….…….when they won the match. 

    a) specially                     b) artistically                  c) joyfully                   d) kindly 

 

10) I bought many presents, but this beautiful one is .............................. for you. 

   a) amazingly                    b) specially                     c) joyfully                 d) kindly 
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B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

           

 

 

 

   

 

      One Saturday morning, Hamad’s uncle took him and his brother Jamal to Salmiya. 

They visited the Scientific Center. It was a giant building with many interesting places.  

It was divided into three large halls. The first hall was full of dead animals just as they 

would appear in nature, but it wasn’t like a zoo. The second hall was full of big and small 

coloured fish and sea animals such as starfish and seahorses. The third hall was the 

cinema, where they watched a film about desert animals. It was a happy day. 
 

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d : 
 

1- What is the best title for this passage? 

              a)  An Amazing club              b) The Scientific Center            

              c)  A lovely Film                    d) The Art Museum  
                                                       

2- The opposite of the underlined word “dead" in line (4) is: 

               a) alive                                   b) excited 

               c) scary                                  d) amazing 
 

3- The underlined word "they“in line (4) refers to: 

              a) halls                                    b) places 

              c) animals                               d) Hamad and Jamal 

4- According to the passage, Hamad was very: 

               a) sad                                      c) happy 

               b) surprised                             d) co-operative 
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b) Answer the following questions: 

5- What did Hamad see in the second hall? 

       He saw coloured fish and sea animals.  

6- Why do you think the first hall was not like a zoo? 

           Because it was full of dead animals.  
 

II - Writing 

A- Grammar 
 

Choose the correct answer from a , b and c : 
 

1- We are going to ……………….. fast food for dinner tonight. 
   a- have                              b- had                                   c- having                   
 

 
2- My brother ………….……. in the swimming pool yesterday.   

       a- swims                           b- swimming                          c- swam  
        

3- Sami is my best friend. He always speaks …….………… with people.   

       a- cheerful                         b- cheerfully                         c- cheer 
  

4- She is going to ……………... a party and invite all her friends next week. 

        a- make                            b- makes                               c- making  
              

5- Mum is busy today and can’t cook. So, we need to buy ………………for lunch.   

        a- anything                        b- something                        c- nothing 
    

6- He loves his friends,………… he doesn’t have enough time to meet them .  

        a- and                                 b- so                                      c- but  
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7- Sami saw many animals ………..…….... birds when he visited his uncle’s farm.  
   
   a- but                                     b- and                                      c- so  

             

8- Do you want to buy ………………….. from the supermarket? 
 

a- anything                            b- something                           c- nothing                          

 
B- Writing 

 
Write a paragraph of not less than 4 sentences about shopping with the help of the 

picture, guide words and graphic organizer: 

Avenues – family - bought – some presents - drank – interesting.  

  
 
 

 
 

                                                 

Shopping 
 

 

     Last week I went to the Avenues Mall. I went with my family. I bought some presents 
and drank coffee at the coffee shop there. Shopping at the Avenues Mall was interesting. 

 
 

Shopping
Who you went with?

........................................

Where you went?

.........................................

What you did there?

........................................

How you find shopping?

.............................................

to the Avenues Mall 

interesting 

bought presents and drank coffee 

at the coffee shop.  

with my family 
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C- Spelling 

 
a-Write the missing words to complete the sentences: 
 

  
1- The complex in our street has a lot of flats and shops. 
 
  
 
2- My father bought a new pair  of glasses last week.  
 

 
 
3- Robotic technology has become very important in our life nowadays.  

  

 

4- I bought a sparkling necklace for my mother on the Mother’s Day. 

 

b- Combine the following:   
   

1- joyful + ly = joyfully                                                          2- excited + ly = excitedly   

3-special + ly = specially                                                     4- amazing + ly = amazingly 

5- happy + ly = happily                                         6- wonderful + ly = wonderfully                           

7- any + thing = anything                                    8- shop + ing = shopping               

9- some  +  thing  = something                            10- book + shop = bookshop                

11- entertain + ment = entertainment                   12- complex + s = complexes                            

13- decide + ed   = decided                                  14- big + est   = biggest                                     

15- wonder + ful = wonderful    
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Unit 3 

Weather and Climate 

I-Reading 

A- Vocabulary 
 

climate N  breathe V  

forecast N  emergency service N  

snowstorm N  paramedic N  

truck N  dust storm N  

clear V  put on Ph V  

sandy Adj  turn on Ph V   

heavily Adv.  department N  

hero N  mass media N  

imaginary Adj  predict V  

power N  system N  

suddenly Adv  atmosphere N  

faint V  agency N  
 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 
  

     1- It snows ………………… in Canada in winter.                                                

   a- kindly                   b- heavily                 c- especially                   d- joyfully  
  

 2- The ……………….. drives an ambulance and helps people.                      

     a- robot                    b- system                   c- power              d- paramedic           
     

3- It's dark here, can you ………………… on the light , please ?   
   
     a -weave                   b- turn                          c -put                          d- predict   

 

 4- Food gives us the …………...….… to live and do everyday work. 

     a- store                    b- agency               c- power                     d- fore cast  
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5- The fire started in the building, and I was unable to……….……because of the smoke.  

a- suggest     b- faint      c- clear     d- breathe 

 

 6- The ……………… of the desert is mostly hot and sunny in the day. 

   a- truck             b- department                c- climate                 d- hero 
  

7- I like playing volleyball on the ……………… beach in the morning. 

     a- imaginary    b- sandy                      c- robotic           d- cultural 
    

8- Our grandma told us a ∕ an ……….……... story about a far land full of giants. 

a-  co-operative             b- natural                   c- sparkling                   d- imaginary 

     

B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

 

 
 

        People can travel in different ways. Travelling by plane is easy and comfortable. It 
saves your time and you can sleep while traveling by plane. But it is the most expensive. 
Travelling by car is very interesting. You can go whenever you want and stop in any place. 
You can enjoy the view of the nature and it  is not so expensive. Sometimes travelling by 
car is boring because it takes a long time to travel from one country to another and you 
may get tired. I think travelling by ship is the most dangerous. The high waves frighten 
people and it takes a long time.  

   a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  
1- The best title for this passage could be:  

 a- Ways of Travelling                               b- Travelling by Ship 

 c- Views of Nature                                    d- Saving Time 
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2- The opposite of the underlined word "expensive" in line (2) is:  

      a- boring                      b- tired                    c- cheap              d- interesting  
 

3- The underlined word "it" in line (4) refers to:  

        a- any place                                          b- travelling by plane  

       c- view of nature                                  d- travelling by car.  
 

4- People who travel by their car can:  

    a) save effort             b) get tired             c) arrive fast            d) sleep while traveling  

 

b- Answer the following questions:  

5- Which way of travelling is the fastest?  
     The fastest way of travelling is travelling by plane. 
 
6- Why is travelling by ship the most dangerous?  
    Travelling by ship is the most dangerous because the high waves frighten people.  
 

II - Writing 

A- Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , and c : 

1- My mother drove ………………….to the cooperative society. 

a- careful                        b- carefully                      c- care               

2- My father always says, “You ……………….. study your lessons well”.  

a-  should                         b- shouldn’t                     c-  might                   

3-  My parents are always right, …………………. we have to obey them. 

a-  but                                b- or                                c- so                                
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4- The exam was very easy ……………………..he couldn't answer it. 

a- but                              b- and                                  c- so  

5- My father might ……………………. a new car next year. 

a- buys                              b- buy                                  c- buying 

 

6- People didn't ………………. modern technology in the past 

a- have                              b- had                                  c- has 

7- We ……………….. our grandparents last weekend. 

a- visit                               b- visiting                            c-  visited   

8- I don’t like eating fish………………. meat. 

a- or                               b- so                                    c- and   

 

9- Ali was ill, ………………. he went to the doctor. 

a- or                                 b- so                                    c- but  

  

10- It’s cloudy today. It ………………... rain. 

a- should                          b-  shouldn’t                        c- might   

 

11- Children ……………….. play football in the street. It is dangerous.   

a- might                           b- shouldn’t                       c-  should 
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B- Writing 

(1) Fill in the following graphic organizer then write a short paragraph of 4 
sentences about (Dust Storms) with the help of the following picture and guide 
words: 

summer – desert- dust  – mouth – cover – go inside 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dust Storms 

 

     Dust storms usually happen in summer. They start at the desert or near the 

desert. Dust storms are dangerous because you may get dust in your mouth and 

nose. In a dust storm you should cover your mouth and nose with a cloth and go 

inside as quickly as possible. 

 

Dust 
Storms 

Where dust storms start?  
.......................................

When dust storms happen? 

͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘

Why they are dangerous?

What you should do in a dust 
storm?

͙͘͘

in summer 
because you may get dust in your 

mouth and nose. 

in the desert 
cover your nose and go inside 
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sentences  4Fill in the graphic organizer , then write a paragraph of not less than (2) 
with the help of the guide words and the graphic ) Holiday  Your Last about (

  :organizer 

Canada – last winter – snowy – went- excited – skiing 

 

 

 

 

 

 
My Last Holiday 

    Last winter I went to Canada to spend my holiday. The weather was very cold 

and snowy there. I went skiing with my family in the mountains. I felt very excited. 

 

B- Spelling 

a- Write the missing words in the following sentences: 

 

1- A snowstorm brings a lot of snow and strong winds. 

 

2- In Canada in winter, the truck  clears the snow from the road. 

      
3- The paramedic gives people help care in the emergency cases.               

when you went there? 

͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙ 

what you did there? 

͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙ 

how the weather was? 

͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙
͙

how you felt? 

͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙͙ 

last winter went skiing. 

I felt excited 
cold and snowy 
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4- People like to go out of the cities to breathe clean fresh air. 

   

 

5- I need to turn on my computer to make my project. 

 
b- Combine the following :  

 
1- weather + man   = weatherman                         2- drive  + er  = driver 

3- snow + storm = snowstorm                             4- hero + s = heroes 

5- close + ed = closed                                            6- quick + ly = quickly 

7- country + s = countries                                    8- story + s = stories  

9- snow + y = snowy                                           10- improve + ing = improving 

11- heavy + ly = heavily                                     12- sail   + or = sailor 

13- stop + ed = stopped                                       14- activity + s   = activities 

15- sand + y = sandy                                             16- sun + y = sunny 

17- wind + y = windy                                            18- un + comfortable = uncomfortable 

19- tall + er = taller                                                20- small + est = smallest 
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Unit 4 

Read to Lead 
I-Reading 

A-Vocabulary 
 

 

book fair N  page N  

dictionary N  honour N ∕ V  

scary Adj  publish V  

delightedly Adv  Humanitarian 
Leader 

N  

eagerly Adv  chapter N  

warmly Adv  index N  

deeply Adv  biography N  

cover N  design N  

borrow V  generosity N  

colourful Adj  wisdom N  
 

 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 
 

 

1- I visit the ………….…… with my family every year. 

a- dictionary   b- book fair          c- cover    d- page  

    

2- All the family like my grandmother's ………………… and wisdom. 

a- design            b- cover        c- index                       d- generosity 

   

  3- I don’t like watching   …………………… movies at night. 

  a- colorful  b- kind                c- scary             d- sparkling 

 

4- The pupils are waiting …………………. for the school trip. 

a- proudly  b- eagerly       c- warmly    d- suddenly 
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5- Al-Arabi magazine is   …………………… once a month. 
 

a- borrowed              b- published   c- fainted       d- cleared  

  6- I will buy this dress because I like its ………………….  

a- wisdom   b- generosity          c- dictionary                d-design 

   7- The dictionary helps us to ………….……. words correctly. 

a- spell                         b- honour                        c- predict                     d- publish  
 

 

  8- My mother always looks at me ………………. when I do something good. 

    a- deeply                       b- heavily                      c- delightedly               d- especially 

9- The butterfly is very beautiful. It has wonderful, ………………. wings. 

a- scary                        b- colourful                     c- sandy                       d- imaginary 
 

B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

        Reading is a good exercise for the mind and a way to spend free time. To get useful 
information, you should choose the right  book. Here are some ideas that help you find it . 
You should decide who the writer you like is. You can ask yourself questions to know 
your favourite books. Write a list of the things you want to learn. Don’t choose a book by 
its title. You can read a summary on the back cover or the internet. Reading the first 
chapter helps you know more about the book. You can ask adults to choose a book for 
you. Going to the book fairs, libraries or reading clubs can be useful in developing your 
reading. 

A- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: 

1- The best title  for the passage is: 

     a- The Right Book                                             b- Reading Exercise 

     c- Famous Writers                                             d- Clubs and Libraries 
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2- The opposite of the underlined word “right ” in line “0“is: 

     a- difficult                                                     b- huge 

     c- easy                                                          d- wrong             

3- The underlined word " it  " in line " 2 " refers to: 

     a- book                                                       b- information 

     c- time                                                        d- mind 

4- Reading the first chapter helps you: 

    a- write a list                                               b- answer questions 

    c- go to the book fairs                                d- know more about the book.  

 

B- Answer the following questions: 

5-What should you do to get useful information? 

   To get useful information I should choose the right book. 

6- How can you develop your reading skill? 

Going to the book fairs, libraries or reading clubs can develop my reading skill. 
 

 II - Writing 

A- Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a , b and c : 
 

1- He should be tall…………………to play this sport.  

     a- too                                    b- enough                              c- very 
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2- This book is …………………easy for you. You aren’t young. 

     a- enough                              b- too                                    c- to  

 

3- I would like to …………………this book. It’s very exciting. 

     a- buying                                b- bought                              c- buy 
 

4- I ………………… like to visit my friend, Sara. She is too ill. 

     a -would                              b- wouldn’t                            c- won’t 
  

5- Books ………………… us a lot of information about life.  

     a- gives                                b- give                                    c- giving 
   

5- I ………………… like to read this storybook. It’s boring. 

     a -would                     b- won’t                 c- wouldn’t 
    

 6- I …………………… like to be a doctor to help sick people. 

     a -would                    b-wouldn’t                 c-won’t 
 

7- My sister is too thirsty. She ……………… like some water. 

a- won’t                               b- would                                 c- wouldn’t   
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B- Writing 

Fill in the following graphic organizer then write a short paragraph of 4 sentences 

about (Reading) with the help of the following picture and guide words: 

useful hobby – free time – story books – information – book fair 

 

  

 

Reading 

      Reading is my favourite useful hobby. I usually read at my free time. I like to read 

storybooks and information books. I always get books from the book fair. 

Spelling 

 
a-  Write the missing words in the following sentences: 

 
 

1- I don’t like reading scary stories.   
 

Reading
When you usually read?

........................................

What your favourite hobby is?

.........................................

What kind of books you like?

...............................................

Where you get books from?

.............................................

Reading 

from the book fair 

storybooks and information books 

at my free time 
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2-  My brother liked the book I bought for him, specially its cover. 

  

3-  I’m lucky to have a kind  friendly sister. 

  

4-  My family went to the book fair  yesterday to buy some books. 

  

b-  Combine the following : 
 

1-  story +  book =   storybook                                      2-  kind + ness  = kindness  

3- delighted + ly   = delightedly                                   4- eager + ly = eagerly 

5- foot + ball = football                                               6- deep + ly  = deeply 

7- use + ful = useful                                                     8- make + ing = making 

9- cook + ing = cooking                                              10- country + s  = countries 

11- live + ing = living                                                     12- fun + ny = funny 

13- rule + er = ruler                                                        14- lead + er = leader 

15- colour + ful = colourful                                           16- story + s = stories   

17- easy + er = easier                                                   18- easy + est =  easiest                            
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るΒよゲわャや りケやコヱ 
ソゅガャや ユΒヤバわヤャ るョゅバャや りケやキΗや 

ヶレヘャや ヮΒィヲわャや るΑゴΒヤイルΗや るピヤャ 
ラゅエわョや ヶらΑゲイゎ ヤャ ブダザョゅガャや - りゲわヘャや  るΒシやケギャやヶャヱΙや 0203/0204 

 :リョゴャや / るΑゴΒヤイルΙや るピヤャや :ヶシやケギャや メゅイヨャや02 りケゅヰョ モムャ るボΒホキ 
 れやキゲヘヨャや :り¬やゲボャや(-  ギハやヲボャや :るよゅわムャや / ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや– ゲΒらバわャや- Ηや¬Κョ)  

First Period Mock Exam ( 40 Marks) 

I- Reading ( 20 Marks ) 

A- Vocabulary ( 8 Marks ) 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d: ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 

 

1- Plants …………………. water and sunshine to grow. 

a- need                              b- rest                           c- respect                   d- carry 

 

2- My friend likes winter sports …………………. ice skating. 

a- mainly                          b-joyfully                     c- specially                  d- kindly  

 

3- People travel to other countries to visit the ……………….. places there.  

     a- Co-operative                 b- touristic                 c- robotic                d- giant  

 

4- They are building a new mall in the………………… of the city. 

    a- experience                     b- factory                   c- store                      d- centre  
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B- Reading Comprehension ( 12 Marks )   

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 

Bears are special animals. They are large animals that eat meat and fish. Many bears 

eat plants also. Bears have big bodies, long hair and a short tail.  There are only eight 

kinds of bears. You can find them in different places all over the world. The white bear 

lives in icy places. It swims under the ice to catch fish and sea animals. They are clever 

animals. Bears are heavy, but they can run very fast, and are also good at climbing and 

swimming. They take a long sleep in winter. Many stories have been written about bears. 
 

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c, and d :( 4x2 = 8) 
 

1- The best title  for the passage could be: 
 
a) Sea Animals                                                       b) The white bear 
 
c) Icy Places                                                            d) All about Bears 
 

2- The closest meaning of the word (clever ) in line 4 is: 
 
a) tall                                                                       b) happy 
 
c) smart                                                                   d) dangerous 
 
 

3- The underlined word (them) in line 3 refers to: 
 
a) bears                                                                  b) bodies  
 
c) plants                                                                  d) fish 
 

4- Bears sleep for a long time in : 
 

a) Summer                                                               b) Autumn 
 

c) Winter                                                                 d) Spring 
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B- Answer the following questions:( 2 x 2 = 4 Marks ) 
 

1- What do bears usually eat?  

Bears usually eat meat and fish. Many bears eat plants also. 
 

 

2- Why does the white bear swim under the ice?  

    The white bear swims under the ice to catch fish and sea animals. 
 

II - Writing ( 20 Marks ) 

A- Grammar ( 8 Marks )   

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c : ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 

1- The driver was driving …………….…… fast. This is dangerous. 

a- enough                          b- too                                   d- many 

  

2- I’m sick today. I …………………… like to go to the hospital. 

a-would                              b-wouldn’t   c- won’t 

 

3- Students should ………………… their classroom clean. 

a- keeping                           b- keep    c- kept  

   

4- She doesn’t like toys ……………. dolls, so I’m going to buy her some flowers.   

a- and                                b- but                                   c- or  
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5-   

 

B- Writing ( 8 Marks ) 
 

Fill in the graphic organizer to write a paragraph of not less than 4 sentences 
about  “ My Holiday in London   “ with the help of a picture and guide words: 

(winter – family – stay - hotel – go – skiing  )  

   

 

 
 

 

My Holiday in London 

         Last winter I went to London. I went with my family. We stayed in a big hotel. We 
went skiing in the mountains there.  

 

 

 

 

 

My 
Holiday 

in 
LondonWho you went with?

........................................

When you went to London?

.........................................

Where you stayed?

..........................................

What you did there? 

.............................................

 
 

Rubrics 

Graphic 
organizer 

Exposition of 
ideas & number 

of sentences 

Grammar & 
Spelling 

Punctuation Handwriting Total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 

last winter in a hotel 

went skiing with my family 
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C- Spelling ( 4 Marks )  

a- Write the missing words in the following sentences:( 2 x 1 = 2 Marks ) 
 

1- After the car accident, the paramedic carried the patient to the hospital.  

 

 

2- I always read the index of any book to know its contents. 

 
 

b- Combine the following:( 2 x 1 = 2 Marks )  

1- study +  ed = studied              

   2- kind + ness = kindness   

 

 

 

 

 


